The coupled equations of the off-shell Lippman-Schwinger equation for triplet states are solved. From the outgoing wave parts of the solutions, the expressions of the off-shell T matrices for triplet-state interactions are derived. It is shown that the present T matrices on the energy shell agree with the usual ones and the off-shell 'T matrices have the symmetry property, tf.\<,+> (p, k; 
For the applications of offcshell T matrices to three-body scattering problems, we need to know the off-shell T matrices of the spin triplet state interactions as well as the spin singlet ones. For exaii).ple, in the nucleon-deuteron scattering, the L-S and tensor potentials play an important role for the polarization of scattered nucleon. In this paper, the previous method is extended to the case of the spin triplet state interaction potentials. The substantial parts of the off-shell T matri;x have already been shown in Ref.
2), i.e., the reduced off-shell T matrix (hereafter called off-shell T.. matrix) for the total angular momentum state J,
tJ•S+l(p k·z)=-g,(pr) ---· +z xJ•S+l(z k r)dr
where we follow Ref.
2) in the meaning of every notation.
In the" case of triplet states (s = 1), the quantum numbers l and l' of the orbital angular momentum states are permitted to take the values J + 1, J and J -1. The problem is to obtain the function xf. 1 1S+l (z, k, r) for all r. For this aim, it is convenient for us to classify the func.tiions xf.\S+l (z, k, r) (l, l' =J + 1, J, J -1) with respect to the states l and l' as follows:
. l = J -1, l' = J + 1 or J -1.
In the case of class (i), the function x~~~+l (z, k, r) satisfies the uncoupled equation, so that the off-shell T matrix is calculated by use of the same method as Ref. 2) . In order to avoid same discussions, we do not treat this case here. We only consider the cases of classes (ii) and (iii) throughout this paper. In these cases, the outgoing radial wave functions xf.\S+l (z, k, r) must be obtained as the solutions of coupled equations because of the tensor force potential in the triplet state interactions. . Then the functions xf.\S+l (z, k, r) will be represented in somewhat complicated forms. However the off-shell T matrix is not so complicate.
In the next section, the outgoing radial wave functions xf. 1 1S+l (z, k, r) are discussed and the expression of the off-shell T matrix element is derived. In § 3 it is shown that the on-shell elements of the present T matrix agree with usual ones which are related to the phase shifts and coupling parameter. In connection with the off-shell T matrix, the expression of the off-shell K matrix is given.
In § 4 numerical examples of the off-shell T matrix for the Ramada-Johnston potential are shown for the total angular momentum state J = 1 at the positive energy parameter 75 MeV. In the last section, the main points of the present method and some remarks are mentioned. (4) where r c means the hard core radius. The last two functions x~~t ~±I (z, k, r) which belong to class (iii) satisfy the following type of coupled equations:
[ _f£__(J+l)(J+2) so that the multiplication constants on the homogeneous solutions should initially be zero. Only the special solutions cp~~l.J±l (z, k, r) are retained. These special solutions can be obtained by setting
Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (3) yields
The left-hand side of Eq. (8) should be equal to the right-hand side at all r in the region O<r<rc, so that the constants C and D are given by
Letting the potential U1 ~ oo in Eq. (10), we have*l C= -1.
Then Eqs. (11) and (12) simultaneously satisfy Eq. (9). Consequently, the solutions of Eq. (3) inside the hard core are given by
Next, let us consider the solutions for the region outside the hard core. In this region, the general solutions can be described as follows: 
where q is -Jz. The functions ~~1~1 (qr), ~n1 (qr), r;n1Cqr) and r;~2~1 (qr) are the linear independent solutions of homogeneous equations of Eq. (3) and the functions cp~~l.J ±1 (z, k, r) are the special solutions of Eq. (3). It is convenient to choose the functions ~n 1 (qr) which satisfy the following boundary conditions,
where b'J±1 and eJ are respectively the bar phase shifts and the coupling parameter introduced by Stapp et al. 4 > In order to treat the angular momentum states J + 1 and J -I in a symmetric way, functions ~~2~1 (qr) are chosen to satisfy the following conditions:
On the other hand, the functions r;n1 ( qr) and r;~2~1 ( qr) can be taken to satisfy the W ronskians
qr dr \iJ+l qr -.,-J+l qr dr 7JJ+l qr
+ (1) ( ) d ~(1) ( ). ~(1) ( ) d (1) ( ) - 7JJ-1 qr -~>J-1 qr -.,-J-1 qr -r;J-1 qr -q, dr dr ~ ( ) d e~ ( ) ~~ ( ) d ~ ( )
7JJ+1 qr dr \iJ+l qr -.,-J+l qr dr 7JJ+ 1 qr
Such functions as r;.)!-~1 (qr) and r;~2~1 (qr) behave at large r as follows: 
The special solutions cp~~l.J± 1 (z, k, r) can be determined under the conditions that the special solutions must vanish outside the potential range rd. defined in Ref.
2).
The arbitrary constants A < 1 >, A < 2 >, B< 1 > and B< 2 > in Eqs. (15) and (16) are determined under the conditions that the functions z~~t~±l (z, k, r) for the region r>rc should be continuous respectively to the solutions (13) and (14) for the region r<rc, and should represent the outgoing waves at large r. These conditions are described by
Equations (29) and (30) give us the values of constants B< 1 > and B< 2 > as a function of q and k,.
where -1
. 1
The constants A <t> and. A < 2 > are then given, in terms of Eqs .. (31) and. (32), by
respectively. . After the same discussions as the above, we find that in the region inside the hard core
(39)
The general solutions z~~t~± 1 (z, k, r) of Eq; (5) for r>rc can be described by
. .
where the constants B,9-~1 (q, k), Bsa~1 
In either .case of Eqs. (3) or (5), the fuD:-ction~ Xf. 1 1~+l(z, k, r) can be deilcribed in ~he following forms: 
The functions xf.IJ~i (z, q, r) behave outside the potential range ra as follows:
xf. 1 
J:!:i (z, q, r) = (iBz< 2 l (q, q) cos eJ-Bz< 1 l (q, q) sin eJ) exp (iaJ-1) gJ-1 (qr)
-(B1< 2 l (q, q) cos eJ+ iB1< 1 
l (q, q) sin eJ) exp (iJJ-l)'J1J-1 (qr).
Substituting Eqs. (52) and (53) respectively into Eq. (51), we have and
where the Wronskian as to g 1 (qr) and 'J1z(qr) has been used.
0~ the other hand, the present on-shell elements of the T matrix should be related to the elements of the usual S matrix'l as follows: 
This on-shell K matrix satisfies the following relation : 7 >
T+ftiqKT= -iqK,
where T is the matrix (2iq tf. 1 1~+> (q, q; z)). Table II . ~he off-shell T matrix th~~+>(p,k;z) for the state J=l. For the parameters and momenta, see Table I and the text. .are the .same as that of !f1(kr). Therefore, Eq. (50) can be described by
i, J=l
where ai}(l, l'; J, .z) 1s a complex quantity independent of the momenta p and k. · Considering the on-shell elements, we have tf, 1 1 S+l (q, q; z) = q 1 ' +I L,aii (l, l'; J, z) q 2 <i+J-2 ).
i, J=l
On the other hand, the on-shell elements of the T matrix must be symmetric m l and· 1 l', i.e., tf. 1 1S+l (q, q; z) = tf,~)+l (q, q; z)
From the above equations, we find that ai 1 (l, l'; J, z) should be symmetric not only in l and l', but also in i and j. repulsive. Therefore, we can arrive at the above result; Generally speaRing, the signs of the real parts of off~shell T matrices fo.r small momenta :P and k coincide with those of the potentials. This conclusion can be true not only for the off-shell T matrices, but a1so for the off-shell K matrices.
Lastly, it takes 82 seconds for a.ll of the values in Tables I, II,. III and IV on the F ACOM 230-60, ·Computer Centre, a~ Kyushu University.
· § 5. -Summary and remarks
We shall summarize here the main points of the· discussions in the previous sec- 48), and corresponds to the fact that the usual on-shell T matrix is determined only by the phase shifts and coupling parameter which are determined under the conditions on the function ut,~~+J (z, q, r). The signs of the real parts of the off-shell T matrices for small momenta p and k coincide with those of the potentials U1 (r), U, (r) and Un(r).
The following remarks ~eem to be worthy. In order to show that the present method can reproduce the usual on-shell T and K matrices, the bar phase shifts and coupling parameter introduced by Stapp et al.'' ~a:ve been used when the linear-independ ent solutions of the homogeneous equation of Eq. (3) are determined. However we have no need to use any phase shifts and coupling parameters, for the functions xt. 1 ,~+) (z, k, r) .should be determined under the boundary conditions. Moreover, the conditions imposed on the special solution rpn.(z, k, r) may be removed. Any linear-independ ent solutions for ~n?' (qr) and r/Jf.?> (qr) and any special solutions of Eqs. (3) and (5) The present method can be applicable to the off-shell T matrix with negative energy parameters z'<o. This kind of off-shell T matrix will be obtained by analytic continuations from the previous 2 l and present off-shell T matrices and will be useful for three-body bound state problems. These T matrices will be treated elsewhere.
